NOTES:
1. FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES. 20 CIRCUIT SIZE WAFER IS SHOWN.
2. MATERIAL
   HOUSING: NYLON 46, UL94V-0, COLOR BLACK.
   PIN: 0.50MM SODIUM SODIUM BRONZE.
3. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION PS-87831-027 APPLIES.
4. NO CENTRE POLARIZATION SLOT FOR Ckt SIZE 4 AND 6.
5. NO SIDE LOCKING SLOT FROM 4 TO 12 Ckt SIZE.
6. Ckt 4 & 6 HAS NO IDENTIFICATION TAG.
7. THIS HEADER MATEs WITH MOLEX:
   a) CRIMP RECEPTACLE HOUSING, 5110 SERIES
      WITH CRIMP TERMINAL, 5039x SERIES.
   b) 2MM MILD GRID DUAL ROW IDT, 87568 SERIES.

DIMENSION STYLE: MM ONLY

SALES DRAWING
MGRID, SHROUDED HEADER
W/SLOT AND STANDBOFF, R/A

MOLEX INCORPORATED

MOLEX LOGO & TUBE PART NO. 89990-0007
(ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF TUBE).

RECOMMENDED PCB PATTERN

SECTION G-G

PIN PLATING: SEE LEGEND

RED ARROW INDICATION

WINDOW FACING OUTWARDS

REF: ORIENTATION OF PART IN TUBE
(OF THE REFERENCE OF PART/TUBE ASSEMBLY)